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Abstract 

In this paper, we explore a lightweight Map underlay GIS system i.e. GIS which uses ESRI Shape file format for rendering. 

ESRI (Environmental Systems Research Institute) is an international supplier of Geographic Information System (GIS) software. 

The shape file format is a popular geospatial vector data format for geographic information system (GIS) software. The shape 

file format is simple because it can store the primitive geometric data types of points, lines, and polygons. Shapes 

(points/lines/polygons) together with data attributes can create infinitely many representations about geographic data. 

Representation provides the ability for powerful and accurate computations. The shape file format can spatially describe vector 

features: points, lines, and polygons, representing, for example, water wells, rivers, and lakes. Each item usually has attributes 

that describe it, such as name, capital, temperature, etc. The paper describes more regarding the rendering of ESRI shape file data 

on a Display monitor. On this rendered Map, functionalities like Cursor readout with respect to Geographic Coordinate System 

(GCS), Zoom In/ Zoom Out, Pan Left / Pan Right / Pan Up / Pan down Operations, Sensors and Targets location identification 

and tracking are incorporated.  
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In Naval Systems, “Target” implies Ships, Submarines… etc. which are an external entity. “Own platform” indicates Helicopter 

or Ship that deploy sensors like Sonar / Sonobuoy. Position of target, own platform, and the deployed Sonobuoy will be received 

in the form of Latitude and Longitude. Using this information location of each entity has to be plotted on reserved area of Human 

Machine Interface (HMI) with Map underlay. The target traces indicate the targets position and maneuvering trend i.e., in which 

direction the target moves.   

The present available HMI system does not have map underlay. Hence plotting the location of the target/platform on a blank 

background does not provide efficient location awareness about the target and sensor position and track. So for identifying the 

proper location of target, own platform and sensor, a map underlay is necessary. In the present system, the “Mission Center” 

indicates the place where the sortie has to be performed. Mission Center can be set manually or using GPS Lat/ Lon received 

from the own platform. The mission center is used as the reference in the window area and all the operation is performed with 

respect to this value. Also the existing systems only provide definite Zooming facility (i.e. Fixed Zoom length of 

32Km/16Km/08Km/04Km) and Panning operation can be possible by changing the Mission center manually. So the level of 

operation which can perform on the existing system is very much restricted.  

As a solution for improving the level of operation and for providing better location awareness, the proposed system “Location  

awareness target track display using Map Underlay” is introduced.  By using vector shape files for Maps infinite levels of Zooms 

and Panning operation can be achieved. Displaying of map can be done in two ways: Raster Display or Vector Display. But 

considering the various zooming level required in the system Vector display technique is adopted. Vector data is required for 

rendering map. For this “Shape File” Format is used. In this accurate Geographic location data is maintained. GADM, the 

Database of Global Administrative Areas is used as source of Shape Files. 

 Shape File 

The Shape file format is a popular geospatial vector data format used in GeographicInformation System (GIS) software. ESRI is 

one which develop and regulate these file formats.Shape files are used as an open specification for data interoperability among 
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ESRI and different GIS applications. The shape file format describes using vector features like points, lines, and polygons, 

representing, for example, water wells, rivers, and lakes. Each item usually has attributes that describe it, such as name or 

temperature. 

The shape file is in fact a grouping of several files formatted to represent different aspects of Geo data: 

- .shp — shape format; the feature geometry itself. 

- .shx — shape index format; a positional index of the feature geometry to allow seeking forwards and backwards quickly. 

- .dbf — attribute format; columnar attributes for each shape, in dBase IV format. 

There are also several optional files in the shape file format. The most significant of these is the .prj file which describes the 

coordinate system and projection information used. 

 Geographic Information System 

A geographic information system (GIS) is a system designed to capture, store, manipulate, analyze, manage, and present all 

types of spatial or geographical data. GIS is sometimes used for geographical information science or geospatial information 

studies to refer to the academic discipline or career of working with geographic information systems and is a large domain within 

the broader academic discipline of Geoinformatics. 

In a general sense, the term describes any information system that integrates stores, edits, analyzes, shares, and displays 

geographic information. GIS applications are tools that allow users to create interactive queries (user-created searches), analyze 

spatial information, edit data in maps, and present the results of all these operations. Geographic information science is the 

science underlying geographic concepts, applications, and systems.  

 GADM 

GADM, the Database of Global Administrative Areas, is a high-resolution database of country administrative areas, with a goal 

of "all countries, at all levels, at any time period. The database has a few export formats, including shape files that are used in 

most common GIS applications. Files formatted for the programming language R are also available, allowing the easy creation of 

descriptive data plots that include geographical maps. Although it is a public database, GADM has a higher spatial resolution 

than other free databases, and also higher than commercial software.  

 GADM is a spatial database of the location of the world's administrative areas (or administrative boundaries) for use in GIS 

and similar software. Administrative areas in this database are countries and lower level subdivisions. GADM describes where 

these administrative areas are , and for each area it provides some attributes, such as the name and variant names. The current 

version is 2.7 (August 2015). The next version will be released in October. 

 Geographic Coordinate System 

A geographic coordinate system is a coordinate system that enables every location on the Earth to be specified by a set of 

numbers. The coordinates are often chosen such that one of the numbers represents vertical position, and two or three of the 

numbers represent horizontal position. A common choice of coordinates is latitude, longitude and elevation.  

 Geographic Latitude  

The geographic latitude (abbreviation: Lat., φ, or phi) of a point on the Earth's surface is the angle between the equatorial plane 

and a line that passes through that point and is normal to the surface of a reference ellipsoid which approximates the shape of the 

Earth. This line passes a few kilometers away from the center of the Earth except at the poles and the equator where it passes 

through Earth's center. Lines joining points of the same latitude trace circles on the surface of the Earth called parallels, as they 

are parallel to the equator and to each other. The north pole is 90° N; the south pole is 90° S. The 0° parallel of latitude is 

designated the equator, the fundamental plane of all geographic coordinate systems. The equator divides the globe into Northern 

and Southern Hemispheres. 

 Geographic Longitude 

The Longitude (abbreviation: Long., λ, or lambda) of a point on the Earth's surface is the angle east or west from a reference 

meridian to another meridian that passes through that point. All meridians are halves of great ellipses (often improperly called 

great circles), which converge at the north and south poles.  
Table - 1 

Lat/Lon Value Structure 

Latitude 90° N -  90° S 

Longitude 180° E - 180° W 

1 Degree 60 Minutes 

1 Minute 60 Seconds 

1Lat Second 30.6 Meters at the equator 

1 Lon Second 30.92 Meters at the equator 

II. SYSTEM DESIGN 

Various modules are generated at the system design stage. Figure 1 illustrates the system design adopted. 
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Fig. 1: System Design 

 Authentication Module 

SHA - 2 

SHA-2 (Secure Hash Algorithm 2) is a set of cryptographichash functions designed by the NSA. SHA stands for Secure Hash 

Algorithm. Cryptographic hash functions are mathematical operations run on digital data; by comparing the computed "hash" 

(the output from execution of the algorithm) to a known and expected hash value, a person can determine the data's integrity. For 

example, computing the hash of a downloaded file and comparing the result to a previously published hash result can show 

whether the download has been modified or tampered with. A key aspect of cryptographic hash functions is their collision 

resistance: nobody should be able to find two different input values that result in the same hash output.SHA-2 includes 

significant changes from its predecessor, SHA-1. The SHA-2 family consists of six hash functions with digests (hash values) that 

are 224, 256, 384 or 512 bits: SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512, SHA-512/224, and SHA-512/256. 

 Figure 2 illustrates the authentication module designed. Authentication Module has Admin section and user section. Admin 

are authorized to provide users application accessibility. Password are entered as plain text string but it is send through SHA 256 

hash function and produce 256 bit hex code,  which will be saved with the user name in a data file. During the user login, they 

enter the string which is converted to 256 bit hex and then compared with the data file password for corresponding user name. It 

prevents application from unauthorized access. 

 
Fig. 2: Flow Diagram of Authentication Module 

 Data Acquiring and Data Structure Design 

Data in the Shape File are in the form of polygons. Each Polygon is a combination of points. Library can be used to access the 

data set. After rendering map using these data, each operation like zoom in/out, Panning etc., requires modification of these data 

set. Whenever there is a change in the zoom value or pan, reading of the data through file operation is time consuming and not 

efficient.Hence the read shapefile data is stored in a Data structure as shown in Figure 3. Once data is read from file, it is 
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populated in this Data Structure. Utilization of this data structure for various rendering operations improves the availability of the 

system. 

 
Fig. 3: Map Shape Data Structure 

 MAP RENDERING 

Coordinate Systems are ways of splitting up the world in order to form transferable units (numbers) that relate to points on a 

map. The most well-known coordinate system is the Geographic Coordinate System (GCS), which uses measures of latitude and 

longitude to determine your location. Lines of latitude run north and south parallel to the equator, with positive numbers 

representing the northern hemisphere, negative numbers representing the southern hemisphere, and the equator representing 0 

degrees latitude. Lines of longitude run east and west parallel to the prime meridian, with positive numbers representing the 

eastern hemisphere and negative numbers representing the western hemisphere,  with the prime meridian representing 0 degrees 

longitude. Figure 4 illustrates the world map as represented by Latitude and Longitude. 

 
Fig. 4: Latitude/Longitude Representation of world map 

Data in Shape file follow Geographic Coordinate System format. Each Point (X,Y), where X lies between (-180 and 180),. Y 

lies between (-90 and 90). Hence the parameter ‘MapWidth’ is set as 360(i.e., 2*180)and  ‘MapHeight’ as 180(i.e., 2*90). In a 

display monitor screen the data is presented asa collection of pixels, so the rectangular area for displaying Map is set with width 

as ‘ScreenWidth’ and height as ‘ScreenHeight’.  When rendering the Map on this area each point(X, Y) of Polygons in the Shape 

file has to be multiplied with (ScreenWidth/MapWidth, ScreenHeight / MapHeight) for fitting the Map on to the Screen: 

Point(X,Y)=Point(X,Y)*(ScreenWidth/MapWidth,ScreenHeight/ MapHeight) , Where X=-180 to 180, Y=-90 to 90 

 Zooming Operation 

The zooming operation is used for increasing or decreasing the area of interest within the map window. The method used here, 

disables constant portion from top, down, right, left out of screen.  
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Take ΔW as the Mapwidth reduced from left and right combined and ΔH is the MapHeight reduced from top and bottom 

combined. 

Point(X,Y)=Point(X,Y)*(ScreenWidth/MapWidth-ΔW, ScreenHeight /MapHeight- ΔH) 

 

Each Zoom in Operation increase the value of ΔW & ΔH. On the other hand Zoom out operation decrease the value of ΔW & 

ΔH. 

 Panning Operation 

Panning implies movement of Map Rendered in any direction. Direction can be any of Right/left/top/bottom or any combination 

of these  four. During each Panning operation must calculate the distance to be moved by each point, this is the offset between 

Old Position and New Position of each Point(X,Y). Say ΔX & ΔY are those offset values, each points have to be moved. 

Point(X,Y)=Point(X,Y)*(ScreenWidth/MapWidth-ΔW, ScreenHeight /MapHeight- ΔH)+( ΔX, ΔY) 

 Cursor Read Out Operation 

Mouse Point retrieves the screen position it is in the pixel format. So it is needed to be changed to Geographic Coordinate 

System(GCS). For this each coordinate (X,Y) on the screen need to multiply with (MapWidth / ScreenWidth, MapHeight / 

ScreenHeight).  

Coordinate(X,Y)=Coordinate(X,Y)*(MapWidth/ScreenWidth, MapHeight / ScreenHeight) ,Where (X,Y) can be any pixel 

coordinate within the  selected area 

 This gives a float numerical value, which need to be converted to Geographic Coordinate System-GCS(Direction Degree 

Minute Second). The value will be in the form dd.dddd.  

 PROCEDUE FOR CONVERTION DECIMAL TO GCS: 

1) Degree = the interger part of  dd.dddd (Degree = dd) 

2) Multiply .dddd * 60 = mm.mmmm . Minute is the integer  part of mm.mmmm (Minute=mm) 

3) Multiply .mmmm * 60 = Second 

 Distance and Bearing Calculation 

Distance is the great-circle distance between two points -i.e., the shortest distance over the earth’s surface,distance between the 

points (ignoring any hills they fly over, of course!).  

a=sin²(Δφ/2)+cosφ1*cosφ2*sin²(Δλ/2) 

c=2*atan2(√a,√(1−a)) 

d = R ⋅ c   Where  

φ is latitude,  

λ is longitude,  

Ris earth’s radius (mean radius=6,371km) (Angles need to be in radians to pass to trig functions) 

 Bearing can be defined as direction or an angle, between the north-south line of earth or meridian and the line connecting the 

target and the reference point. This means to reach a particular destination you need to adjust your heading direction with the 

bearing. 

Let ‘R’ be the radius of Earth,  

‘L’ be the longitude,  

‘θ’ be latitude,  

‘β‘ be Bearing.  

A and B as two different points 

Bearing from point A to B, can be calculated as, 

β = atan2(X,Y), 

where, X and Y are two quantities and can be calculated as: 

X = cosθb * sin ∆L 

Y = cosθa * sin θb – sin θa * cosθb * cos ∆L 

 Simulation and Tracking of Own Platform and Targets 

Own platform and Targets identified can be demonstrated on the Map Rendered. Sensors are familiar with Lat/Lon value. They 

are need to be converted to the (X,Y)  coordinate to plot it on the Map. As Targets and own plat form are moving entity. 

Consequently Movement must be illustrated on the Map also tracking the path through which it moves. 
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III. CONCLUSION 

This paper illustrates an efficient Geographic Information System using Shape File format. Shapefiles do not have the processing 

overhead of a topological data structure, they have advantages over other data sources such as faster drawing speed and edit 

ability. Shapefiles handle single features that overlap. They also typically require less disk space and are easier to read and write. 

 With the System, detection of the position of the target, own platform and sensors can be possible. Also it will improve 

direction identification during navigation. Any level of zooming helps to make places much clear and also accurate data is 

available. Panning is an add-on to zooming that helps to move around the Map even after zooming. Cursor readout at each point 

helps in identification of each point. In general, proposed system ensures location awareness and target tracking using map 

underlay 

IV. APPLICATION OUTPUT 

The output from the application module is illustrated in the figure 5. 

 
Fig. 5: Application Window 
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